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We study the problem of ﬁnding a shortest descending path (SDP) between a pair of points,
called source (s) and destination (t), on the surface of a triangulated convex terrain with
n faces. A path from s to t on a polyhedral terrain is descending if the height of a point p
never increases while we move p along the path from s to t. Time and space complexity
requirement of our algorithm are O (μ(n) logn) and O (τ (n)), respectively. Here μ(n) and
τ (n) are time and space complexity requirement for ﬁnding shortest geodesic path (SGP)
between a pair of points on the surface of a convex polyhedra. The best known bounds
on μ(n) and τ (n) are both O (n logn) due to Schreiber and Sharir (2008) [11]. Earlier best
known time and space complexity results of SDP on convex terrain were O (n2 logn) and
O (n2), respectively, and appears in Roy et al. (2007) [10]. Thus our algorithm improves
both time and space complexity requirement of SDP problem by almost a linear factor
over earlier best known results.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The SGP problem on the surface of polyhedron is studied extensively in the literature. Sharir and Schorr [12] presented an
O (n3 logn) time algorithm for ﬁnding the geodesic shortest path between two points on the surface of a convex polyhedron
with n vertices. Mitchell et al. [8] studied the generalized version of this problem where the restriction of convexity is
removed. The time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O (n2 logn). A decade later, Chen and Han [6] improved the
time complexity to O (n2). The best known algorithm for producing the SGP on the surface of a convex polyhedra is due to
Schreiber and Sharir [11]. Time and space complexity requirement of their algorithm are both O (n logn).
De Berg and van Kreveld [7] ﬁrst studied the problem of ﬁnding descending paths in the surface of a triangulated ter-
rain T ′ with n faces. They preprocess T ′ in O (n logn) time to answer the following decision version of the problem in
O (logn) time: Does there exist a descending path between two query points? Finding an SDP is a long-standing open prob-
lem [7] in the sense that no bound on the combinatorial or Euclidean length of the SDP between a pair of points on the
surface of a polyhedral terrain is available in the literature. More than a decade later, Ahmed et al. [4] devised two FPTAS
for a general terrain, both produced a (1+ )-factor approximation and are based on the idea of discretizing the terrain by
adding Steiner points. The running time of their algorithms are O (n3 log X ), where X depends on some geometric param-
eters and n. Ahmed and Lubiw [1] explored more characteristics of an SDP to show that ﬁnding an exact SDP in a general
terrain seems to be computationally hard.
Due to the inherent diﬃculty of ﬁnding SDP on the surface of general terrain, a lot of attention has been focused on
devising algorithms for some interesting constrained cases. Roy et al. [10] studied the problem of computing an SDP on
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respectively. They also provide an O (n logn) time optimal algorithm for restricted terrain when the boundaries of the given
edge sequence are parallel. Roy et al. raised the question of ﬁnding an optimal solution even when we are additionally
given a terrain edge sequence. Subsequently, Ahmed and Lubiw [2] gave a (1 + )-factor approximation algorithm for a
given terrain edge sequence. They proved that the length of SDP in a given edge sequence is a convex function and used
cone programming to provide an approximate solution. The running time of their algorithm is O (n3.5 log L ), where L is
the length of the longest edge of the terrain. So, the optimal solution even for only a given terrain edge sequence is still
unsolved. The results from Ahmed and Lubiw [1] have also been extended by the same authors in [3] to devise algorithms
for generalizations of convex terrains and orthogonal terrains. Mount [9] demonstrated that SGPs on the surface of a convex
polyhedron can be grouped into Θ(n4) equivalence classes. In a very recent paper Ahmed et al. [5] showed that SDPs on the
surface of a convex terrain can also be grouped into Θ(n4) equivalence classes. They conjectured that SDPs on the surface
of a convex polyhedron too will follow the same bound.
2. Our contribution
We provide an algorithm for ﬁnding SDP between a pair of points, called source (s) and destination (t), on the surface of
a triangulated convex terrain with n faces. Time and space complexity requirement of our algorithm are O (μ(n) logn) and
O (τ (n)), respectively. Here μ(n) and τ (n) are time and space complexity requirement for ﬁnding shortest geodesic path
(SGP) between a pair of points on the surface of a convex polyhedra. The best known bound on μ(n) and τ (n) are both
O (n logn) due to Schreiber and Sharir [11]. Thus time and space complexity requirement of our algorithm are O (n log2 n)
and O (n logn), respectively. Earlier best known time and space complexity results of SDP on convex terrain are O (n2 logn)
and O (n2), respectively, and appear in Roy et al. [10]. Thus our algorithm provides almost a linear factor improvement on
time and space complexity results for SDP problem over earlier best known results. The main ingredients of our results are
some very interesting characteristics of SDP on the surface convex terrain. A clever blending of these new characteristics of
SDP along with the old characteristics of SDP and SGP in [5,8,10–12] will help us to devise an almost near optimal solution.
3. Preliminaries and notations
A terrain T ′ is a polyhedral 2D surface in 3D with the property that the vertical line at any point on the xy-plane
intersects the surface of T ′ at most once. Thus, the projections of all the faces of a terrain on the xy-plane are pairwise
disjoint in their interior. Each vertex p on the surface of the terrain is speciﬁed by a triple (x(p), y(p), z(p)). More formally,
a terrain T ′ is the image of a real bivariate function ζ deﬁned on a compact and connected domain W in the Euclidean
plane, i.e., T ′ = {(x, y, ζ(x, y)), (x, y) ∈ W}. Without loss of generality, we assume that all the faces of the terrain are
triangles. The z-coordinate, z(p), of a point p ∈ T ′ is also called the altitude of the point p.
A convex (concave) terrain T is the surface of a convex (concave) polyhedra in 3D with the property that the vertical
line at any point on the xy-plane intersects the surface of T at most once. Let πd(a,b) and δ(a,b) denote the shortest
descending path on the surface of T between a pair of points a and b and its length, respectively. So, SDP and πd(a,b) will
be used in same sense as the context suits. A path π(a,b) from a point a to a point b on the surface of the terrain is said
to be a geodesic path if it entirely lies on the surface of the terrain, it is locally optimal (i.e., the length of the path cannot
be reduced by small perturbation), it is not self-intersecting, and its intersection with a face is either empty or a straight
line segment. The geodesic distance dist(p,q) between a pair of points p and q on π(a,b) is the length of the path from p
to q along π(a,b). A path πgeo(a,b) is said to be the geodesic shortest path if the distance between a and b along πgeo(a,b)
is minimum among all possible geodesic paths from a point a to b. So, SGP and πgeo(a,b) will be used in same sense as the
context suits. Let δgeo(a,b) denote the length of the path πgeo(a,b). Let Egeo(a,b) denote the sequence of terrain edges that
the path πgeo(a,b) traverses.
Deﬁnition 3.1. (See [8].) Let f and f ′ be a pair of faces in T that share an edge e. The planar unfolding of face f ′ with
respect to face f is the image of the points of f ′ when rotated about the line e onto the plane containing f such that the
points of f and the points of f ′ lie in two different sides of the edge e (i.e., faces f ′ and f do not overlap after unfolding).
Lemma 3.1. (See [8].) For a pair of points s and t, if πgeo(s, t) passes through an edge-sequence Egeo(s, t) of a terrain, then in the planar
unfolding U (Egeo(s, t)), πgeo(s, t) is a straight line segment [s∗, t∗], where s∗ and t∗ are the projections of s and t on U (Egeo(s, t)).
4. Properties of the SDP on a convex terrain
In this section, we discuss important properties of SDP on the surface of T .
Deﬁnition 4.1. A path π(s, t) (z(s) z(t)) on the surface of a terrain is a descending path if for every pair of points p,q ∈
π(s, t), dist(s, p) < dist(s,q) implies z(p) z(q).
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z(p1) < z(p2) implies z(p3) > z(p2).
Observation 4.2. (See [5].) Let f and f ′ be two adjacent faces that share an edge e, p be a point on the face f , and q be
another point on the edge e such that z(p) z(q). Now, if r ∈ f ′ is a point such that its image r∗ lies on the straight line
(p,q) in the unfolded plane, then πd(p, r) = πgeo(p, r) (i.e., z(p)  z(q) z(r∗) z(r)). The equality implies that πgeo(s, t)
coincides with πd(s, t).
Deﬁnition 4.2. A line segment l = pq on the surface of the terrain T is said to be horizontal, if z(p) = z(q). A path segment
of a path P is a sequence of edges in P such that each pair of consecutive edges in the sequence, share a common end-
point. A horizontal path segment, denoted by Ph(a,b), is a path segment of a path P from a point a to b such that every
line segment of Ph(a,b) is horizontal.
Let z(Ph(a,b)) denote the altitude of any point x of the horizontal path segment Ph(a,b). Clearly, every point of Ph(a,b)
has same z-coordinate. The horizontal distance δ(Ph(a,b)) is the distance between a and b on Ph(a,b).
For the simplicity of analysis, we consider that no edge of the terrain is a horizontal segment and every pair of vertices
of the terrain have different z-coordinates.
Lemma 4.1. (See [5].) For a pair of points s and t, πd(s, t) consists of a horizontal path segment Ph(s,a) from s to some point a on an
edge e, followed by a geodesic path segment πgeo(a, t). It is possible that either of the two path segments of the path P may be empty.
Lemma 4.1 implies that, πd(s, t) consists of a horizontal path segment Ph(s,a) from s to some point a on an edge e, and
followed by a geodesic path segment πgeo(a, t). Surely, it is possible that either of the two path segments of the path P may
be empty. It is clear that the second path segment can’t be empty iff z(s) > z(t). This follows from the fact that at some
point the path has to be descending (non-horizontal) and by Lemma 4.1 that must be a straight line segment in planar
unfolding.
Let us denote π(a,b) = (a,a1,a2, . . . ,am = b), where ai is the intersection of π(a,b) with an edge e ∈ T . We refer the
very ﬁrst line segment aa1 of the path π(a,b) as f -segment.
Deﬁnition 4.3. πgeo(a,b) is said to be “descending πgeo(a,b)” if πgeo(a,b) coincides with πd(a,b) (i.e., πgeo(a,b) = πd(a,b)),
otherwise πgeo(a,b) is said to be “non-descending πgeo(a,b)”. Similarly, a line segment ab is said to be descending if
z(a) z(b), otherwise it is “non-descending”.
Lemma 4.2. πgeo(s, t) is descending iff f -segment is descending.
Proof. Clearly πgeo(s, t) is non-descending if f -segment is non-descending. We show that πgeo(s, t) is descending if f -
segment is descending. We show that z(s)  z(a1)  z(a2)  · · ·  z(am) = z(t) if f -segment is descending. We prove this
by induction. It is well known that planar unfolding of πgeo(s, t) is a straight line segment (see Lemma 3.1). Since f -
segment of πgeo(s, t) is descending, we have z(s) z(a1). By Observation 4.2, we have z(a1) z(a2) because path segment
sa1a2 of πgeo(s, t) must be a straight line segment in the planar unfolding (as πgeo(s, t) itself is a straight line segment in
planar unfolding). Thus z(s) z(a1) z(a2). Let us assume that z(s) z(a1) z(a2) · · · z(ai−1) z(ai). Using the same
argument of Observation 4.2, we have z(ai−1)  z(ai)  z(ai+1), because path segment ai−1aiai+1 of πgeo(s, t) must be a
straight line segment in the planar unfolding. So we have z(s)  z(a1)  z(a2)  · · ·  z(ai)  z(ai+1). Thus z(s)  z(a1) 
z(a2) · · · z(am) = z(t). Hence πgeo(s, t) is descending if f -segment is descending. 
Deﬁnition 4.4. The peak-point p is a point on T such that for any other point x ∈ T , z(x) < z(p).
Theorem 4.1. If s coincides with peak-point p then SDP can be computed in O (n logn) time and space.
Theorem 4.1 follows from the fact that T has a unique peak point p and the f -segment of πgeo(s, t) must be descending
in this case.
From the above discussion, it is clear that ﬁnding SDP when s coincides with peak-point p is not hard. Now we concen-
trate for the solution when s does not coincide with peak-point p.
It is possible that πgeo(s, t) is descending even if s does not coincide with peak-point p. This can be easily identiﬁed by
the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. If πgeo(s, t) is descending then it can be identiﬁed in O (n logn) time and space.
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referred to the web version of this article.)
Proof. Since πgeo(s, t) is descending iff f -segment is descending, we compute πgeo(s, t) and check for the descending prop-
erty of its f -segment. The time and space complexity results follow from SGP result of [11]. 
So, it is easy to compute πd(s, t) if it coincides with πgeo(s, t). Now we consider the most important case of computing
πd(s, t) which is to compute πd(s, t) when it does not coincide with πgeo(s, t). In this case, πd(s, t) consists of a horizon-
tal path segment Ph(s,a) from s to some point a, followed by a geodesic path segment πgeo(a, t). Surely, both the path
segments of the path P are non-empty. Obviously, the f -segment of SDP is horizontal.
Deﬁnition 4.5. H(s) = {x ∈ T | z(x) = z(s)}.
H(s) denotes the set of all points x ∈ T which have the same altitude as that of s (see Fig. 1, this is shown in blue).
H(s) = {s,b1,b2, . . . ,b, s} is a closed polygonal curve on the surface of T at altitude z(s) at point s, where bi ’s are intersec-
tion point of H(s) and the edge of T in clockwise order. In degenerate case, H(s) may become a point (when s is peak-point
of the terrain because we assume that there is no horizontal edge in T ). H(s) will partition the surface of T in two halves
Hb(s) (below half in blue) and Ha(s) (above half in black), respectively, such that any point x ∈ Hb(s), z(x) < z(s) and for
any point y ∈ Ha(s), z(y) > z(s). We have just shown the edges of Hb(s) on the below half in red and the edges of Ha(s)
on the above half in black, but the whole regions separated above and below by H(s) are Hb(s) and Ha(s), respectively. Let
|H(s)| =  + 1 denote the total number of bi ’s (including s) in H(s).
Lemma 4.4.πd(s, t) consists two segments (i) a horizontal path segment Ph(s,bi) from s to some point bi along H(s), and (ii) followed
by a geodesic path segment πgeo(bi, t). Here bi denotes intersection point of H(s) and with an edge of T .
Proof. It is clear that πd(s, t) consists of two segments (i) a horizontal path segment Ph(s,a) from s to some point a, and
(ii) followed by a geodesic path segment πgeo(a, t). Otherwise f -segment will be descending and πd(s, t) will coincide with
πgeo(s, t). We show that Ph(s,a) ends at one of the intersection point bi (i.e., a = bi ) between H(s) and the edge of T . We
prove this by contradiction. Let us assume that Ph(s,bi) ends at a point α ∈ [b j,b j+1] other than bi . Then obviously α must
be in proper interior (not on the boundary) of a face, say f . The intersection of πd(s, t) with face f will have two segments
one horizontal and another is descending, which contradicts the fact that the intersection of SDP with a face is a single line
segment [10]. 
Note that, the horizontal path segment Ph(s,bi) from s to some point bi along H(s) can be reached both by traversing
in clockwise and anti-clockwise order. The distance δ(Ph(s,bi)) will be different in clockwise and anti-clockwise direction.
Although in degenerate case both may measure the same distance, but it will not effect the computation. We compute
the distance in both clockwise and anti-clockwise order, and then pick minimum among them. For simplicity, we do all
the calculation while distance δ(Ph(s,bi)) is measured only in clockwise order. Computation in anti-clockwise order can be
done similarly.
Lemma 4.5. Length of πd(s, t) is δd(s, t) = min(δ(Ph(s,bi)) + δgeo(bi, t)), where min(δ(Ph(s,bi)) + δgeo(bi, t)) is the minimum of
the sum of the distances δ(Ph(s,bi)) and δgeo(bi, t), for all 1 i  .
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, πd(s, t) consists two segments (i) a horizontal path segment Ph(s,bi) from s to some point bi along
H(s), and (ii) followed by a geodesic path segment πgeo(bi, t). Here we are computing the minimum among all possible
such distances and pick the minimum among them. Hence the lemma follows. 
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We get Eq. (2) from Eq. (1) because πgeo(b j,bi), πgeo(b j, t) and πgeo(bi, t) are SGPs, and their planar unfolding will be
straight line segments which will form sides of the triangle 
bib jt . Thus δgeo(b j,bi), δgeo(bi, t), and δgeo(b j, t) are the length
of the sides of triangle 
bib jt . Hence by triangle inequality, δgeo(b j,bi) + δgeo(bi, t) > δgeo(b j, t). 
Lemma 4.6 says that the sum of the lengths δ(Ph(s,bi)) and δgeo(bi, t) (i.e., (δ(Ph(s,bi)) + δgeo(bi, t))), for 1  i  ,
increases strictly as we traverse along H(s) in clockwise direction. This does not depend on whether πgeo(bi, t) is descending
or non-descending. Thus we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7. s′ must coincide with the closest(s,bi) for which πgeo(bi, t) is descending. Here closest(s,bi) is the closest point bi from s
where the distance is calculated on H(s) in clockwise direction.
Proof. The proof follows from Lemmata 4.4 and 4.6. 
At this point we would again like to remind that we also compute closest(s,bi) for which πgeo(bi, t) is descending in
anti-clockwise direction. This is also a candidate to be s′ . We return the minimum length path among these two descending
paths. But we will discuss the solution where the distance is computed only in clockwise order. Computation in anti-
clockwise order can by done in similar manner.
Lemma 4.8 (Unique intersection lemma). A non-descending SGP πgeo(x, t), x ∈ H(s), intersects H(s) exactly once.
Proof. Let πgeo(x, t) = {x,a1,a2, . . . ,ak = t}, where x ∈ H(s). We have πgeo(x, t) is non-descending. So, z(x) = z(s) < z(a1) ∈
Ha(s), otherwise it contradicts Lemma 4.2. Since z(x) = z(s) > z(t) ∈ Hb(s), The path πgeo(x, t) must intersect H(s) at least
once.
Now we show that πgeo(x, t) can intersect H(s) at most once. We prove this by contradiction. Let us assume that the
path πgeo(x, t) can intersect H(s) more than once. Let us assume that the ﬁrst intersection point of πgeo(x, t) and H(s)
be α. Let line segment aiai+1 ∈ πgeo(x, t) and bibi+1 ∈ H(s) intersect at α. Surely, ai ∈ Ha(s) and ai+1 ∈ Hb(s). Thus we
have z(ai) > z(α) > z(ai+1). Consider the portion of SGP πgeo(ai, t) of πgeo(x, t) which must be again an SGP. The f -segment
(aiai+1) of SGP πgeo(ai, t) is descending. So, πgeo(ai, t) is descending and no point on πgeo(ai, t) can attain the altitude which
is equal to z(α) because z(α) > z(ai+1). Thus πgeo(ai, t) can never intersect H(s) again. Hence it contradicts the assumption
that πgeo(x, t) can intersect H(s) more than once. 
An immediate corollary of Lemma 4.8 is the following:
Corollary 4.1. A descending SGP πgeo(x, t), x ∈ H(s), never intersects H(s).
Lemma 4.9. If πgeo(bi, t) and πgeo(bi+1, t) are descending (non-descending) then πgeo(x, t), x ∈ bibi+1 , is descending (non-
descending).
Proof. Let us consider a triangle 
abc and a point x ∈ ac (see Fig. 2(b)). The shortest path from x to b is the line segment
xb that lies completely within triangle 
abc. Similar argument holds for x ∈ bibi+1 (see Fig. 2(a)). The paths πgeo(bi, t) and
πgeo(bi+1, t) are descending. By Corollary 4.1, neither of πgeo(bi, t) or πgeo(bi+1, t) can intersect H(s). Thus planar unfolding
of paths πgeo(bi, t) and πgeo(bi+1, t) are straight line segments that form the triangle 
bitbi+1 which must lie in Hb(s)
68 S. Roy / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 15 (2012) 63–70Fig. 2. (a) Illustration of Lemma 4.9. (a) Bold black paths are πgeo(b1, t), πgeo(b2, t), and πgeo(x, t), (b) depicting πgeo(x, t) = xt inside the triangle 
abc, and
(c) planar unfolding of paths πgeo(b1, t), πgeo(b2, t), and πgeo(x, t) which are straight lines.
Fig. 3. Illustration of Lemma 4.11. Here bi−1 = b1, bi = b2 and bi+1 = b3. Bold black path is πgeo(b1,b3) which intersects e at γ . Non-descending πgeo(b2, t)
has shown in dotted black line.
(by Corollary 4.1). Thus the shortest path πgeo(x, t) must lie within  bitbi+1 ∈ Hb(s). Obviously in this case f -segment of
πgeo(x, t) must be descending. Thus πgeo(x, t) is descending (by Lemma 4.2) (see Fig. 2(c)). 
We can conclude following corollary from Lemma 4.9.
Corollary 4.2. Let α ∈ f0 and β ∈ f1 are points in two adjacent faces f0 and f1 such that πgeo(α, t) and πgeo(β, t) are descending
(non-descending) then πgeo(x, t), x ∈ πgeo(α,β), is descending (non-descending).
Corollary 4.2 follows from that fact that the planar unfolding of πgeo(α,β) is a straight line segment. Thus πgeo(α,β),
πgeo(α, t) and πgeo(β, t) form three sides of the triangle 
αβt and x ∈ πgeo(α,β).
Let bi−1 ∈ f0 and bi+1 ∈ f1 be points in two adjacent faces f0 and f1 separated by a common edge e which contains bi .
Lemma 4.10. (See [5].) If πgeo(bi−1,bi+1) intersects edge e at a point γ then z(γ ) z(bi−1) = z(bi) = z(bi+1). Moreover, the relation
is true for every point x ∈ πgeo(bi−1,bi+1) (i.e., z(x) z(bi−1) = z(bi) = z(bi+1), except the points bi−1 and bi+1 where the equality
holds).
Note that any non-descending GDP πgeo(bi, t) must intersect πgeo(bi−1,bi+1) at some point, say τ (see Fig. 3).
Lemma 4.11. If πgeo(bi−1, t) and πgeo(bi+1, t) are descending (non-descending) then πgeo(bi, t) is descending (non-descending).
Proof. By contradiction, let us assume that πgeo(bi, t) is not descending. Then the f -segment of path πgeo(bi, t), say bia (in
Fig. 3 this is b2a), is not descending and must intersect the path πgeo(bi−1,bi+1) at some point, say τ (see Fig. 3). Thus
we have z(bi) < z(τ ) < z(a) (by Lemma 4.10 and Observation 4.1). Since πgeo(bi−1, t) and πgeo(bi+1, t) are descending and
τ ∈ πgeo(bi−1,bi+1), πgeo(τ , t) must be descending (by Corollary 4.11). So the path segment πgeo(τ , t) of πgeo(bi, t) is not
optimum because the f -segment τa is not descending. Thus we have the contradiction. 
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Lemma 4.12 (Partition Lemma). The set of points in H(s) can be partitioned into two polygonal chains on T ,
• H1(s) = {b j+1,b j+2, . . . ,b, s,b1,b2, . . . ,bi−1} and
• H2(s) = {bi,bi+1, . . . ,b j}
such that for any point bα ∈ H1(s), πgeo(bα, t) is non-descending and for any point bβ ∈ H2(s), πgeo(bβ, t) is descending. H1(s) may
start or end with s or only be s.
Proof. It is clear that s ∈ H1(s) because if s ∈ H2(s) then πgeo(s, t) would be descending and this case already has been
discarded by using Lemma 4.3. All paths πgeo(bi, t), for 1 i   = 7, including πgeo(s, t) are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, H1(s)
consists of only s and rest of bi ’s belong to H2(s).
We show that the set of points bα ∈ H1(s) for which πgeo(bα, t) is non-descending form a polygonal chain. For simplicity
of the proof, let us assume H1(s) starts at s and extends only in clockwise order from s, i.e., H1(s) = {s,b1,b2, . . . ,bi−1}.
Similar kind of proof will work if H1(s) also extends in anti-clockwise direction from s. We prove this by induction. The
statement is true |H1(s)| = 1, where |H1(s)| denotes the total number of bi ’s (including s). In this case, H1(s) only consists
of s. Let us assume that H1(s) contains exactly two points s and bα . We want to prove that bα = b1. Obviously, if bα = b
then H1(s) = {b, s} is a polygonal chain. Since we assume that the polygonal chain starts with s, bα = b . Let us also
assume that bα = b1. This implies H(s) =  + 1 4. Then there exist two elements bα−1 and bα+1 such that πgeo(bα−1, t)
and πgeo(bα+1, t) are non-descending, but πgeo(bα, t) is descending. This contradicts Lemma 4.11. Thus bα must coincide
with b1. So, H1(s) = {s,b1} forms a polygonal chain. Let us assume that the statement is true for |H1(s)| = t elements and
they form a polygonal chain in clockwise direction. Using similarly argument as before (like aforesaid two elements case)
we can extend it for |H1(s)| = t + 1 elements.
Similarly we can prove that the set of points bβ ∈ H2(s) for which πgeo(bβ, t) is descending form a polygonal chain. 
Now we are in a position to describe an algorithm that makes O (logn) calls of πgeo(bi, t) to compute the SDP. Note that
we want to ﬁnd s′ = closest(s,bi) in clockwise direction on H(s) for which πgeo(bi, t) descending. We ﬁnd s′ by performing
binary search on bi ’s. To start the binary search we ﬁrst compute πgeo(s, t). Obviously, πgeo(s, t) must be non-descending and
it will intersect H(s) exactly at one point, say α ∈ bibi+1. By Lemmata 4.9 and 4.12, either πgeo(bi, t) or πgeo(bi+1, t) or both
will be descending because πgeo(α, t) is descending (by Lemma 4.8). W.l.o.g. let us assume that πgeo(bi, t) is descending. But
our main goal is to ﬁnd s′ = closest(s,bi) in clockwise direction on H(s) for which πgeo(bi, t) is descending. By Partitioning
Lemma 4.12, the set of points bβ ∈ H1(s) for which πgeo(bβ, t) is non-descending is contiguous and extends from s in
clockwise order. s′ = closest(s,bi) in clockwise direction on H(s) for which πgeo(bi, t) is descending appears between b1
and bi . This will allow us to perform binary search on bi ’s to ﬁnd s′ = closest(s,bi), in clockwise direction on H(s), for
which πgeo(bi, t) is descending.
In the following we describe the algorithm.
5. Binary search algorithm
Step 1. Set bstart = b1, bﬁnish = bi .
Step 2. Let bmid = b(start+ﬁnish)/2 . Compute πgeo(bmid, t).
Step 3. If πgeo(bmid, t) is descending then set bstart = b1 and bﬁnish = bmid and go to Step 2.
Step 4. If πgeo(bmid, t) is non-descending then set bstart = bmid and bﬁnish = bﬁnish and go to Step 2.
Step 5. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 (or Step 4) until a constant number of bi ’s are left between bstart and bﬁnish . Then do a
brute-force search on these constant number of bi ’s to ﬁnd s′ = closest(s,bi).
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plexity requirement for ﬁnding shortest geodesic path (SGP) between a pair of points on the surface of a convex polyhedra.
Proof. Step 2 of Algorithm 5 would get executed in total O (logn) time. Each time the algorithm executes Step 2, it will
compute the SGP between a pair of points on the surface of a convex polyhedra that will need in total O (μ(n) logn) time. In
Step 5, the algorithm compute the SGP a constant number of time that will need only O (μ(n)) time. The space requirement
O (n logn) is same as that of SGP algorithm on the surface of convex polyhedron in [11] because we can compute SGP in
sequential manner. We do not need any extra space than running SGP algorithm which is O (n logn). 
Theorem 5.1. The SDP on the surface of a convex terrain can be found in O (n log2 n) time using O (n logn) space.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, we can compute s′ = closest(s,bi) in O (μ(n) logn) time using O (n logn) space. Here μ(n) is the
time complexity requirement for ﬁnding shortest geodesic path (SGP) between a pair of points on the surface of a convex
polyhedra. Once we get s′ , we can ﬁnd Ph(s, s′) in linear time by traversing bi ’s in clockwise direction. Since we already
know πgeo(s′, t) by Algorithm 5, the SDP which is concatenation of two path segments (i) Horizontal path segment Ph(s, s′)
and followed by (ii) Geodesic path segment πgeo(s′, t) can be found in linear time. So, the time and space complexity
requirement is dominated by the time complexity requirement of Algorithm 5, which is O (n log2 n) (since μ(n) = O (n logn)
by Schreiber and Sharir [11]) and O (n logn), respectively. Hence the theorem. 
6. Conclusion and open problem
We provide an algorithm for ﬁnding SDP between a pair of points on the surface of a triangulated convex terrain. Time
and space complexity requirement of our algorithm are O (n log2 n) and O (n log(n)), respectively. It would be an interesting
question to see if one can ﬁnd an algorithm that computes SDP on the surface of convex polyhedron that needs sub-
quadratic time and space.
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